
HYATT
CONVENTION
ALLIANCE

MULTI HOTEL OFFER
For groups with at least 501+ guestrooms on peak

Book multiple hotels across top convention destinations as we elevate our partnership 
and welcome you into the Hyatt family.

BOOK 3 HOTELS
BOOK 4 HOTELS
BOOK 5 HOTELS

PARTNER         COLLABORATOR                 FAMILY
PICK 2 
PICK 2    PICK 2   
PICK 2    PICK 2    PICK 2 

HYATT CONVENTION ALLIANCE
The Hyatt Convention Alliance combines the collective power and strategic experience of ten of our landmark hotels to 
provide customized meeting solutions for planners who coordinate multi-year bookings in nine of the top convention 
destinations in the country. From guaranteeing rates and availability, to all-inclusive contracts, we can create custom 
packages for events of any size that seamlessly transition from city to city.

To get started, contact your Hyatt sales rep or email conventionalliance@hyatt.com.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS*

Book 3 hotels or more and receive:
- 1/45 complimentary room ratio
- 20% allowable attrition with annual block review
- 15% discount on A/V rental
- 10 MBPS of complimentary meeting space wi-fi
- 300K World of Hyatt points, total
- 10% discount on F&B banquet menus

- Complimentary welcome beverage (non-alcoholic)
   upon check-in
- Event Planning Manager of future year on-site at
   current year’s event
- Up to 3 hours of social media/marketing support

Partner Considerations (pick an additional 2 with minimum 3 hotels booked)
- 1/40 complimentary room ratio
- 20% discount on A/V rental
- (1) room block review with an allowable 10% reduction**
- 20 MBPS of complimentary meeting space wi-fi

- 400K World of Hyatt points, total
- 2% rebate to master on rooms in group block
- Complimentary board meeting the year prior for 
   two days and up to 10 people

Collaborator Considerations (pick an additional 2 with minimum 4 hotels booked)
- 1/35 complimentary room ratio
- (2) room block reviews with an allowable 10% reduction**
- 30 MBPS of complimentary meeting space wi-fi
- 700K World of Hyatt points, total

- 15% discount on F&B banquet menus
- 3% rebate to master on rooms in group block
- 25% discount on hotel branding

Family Considerations (pick an additional 2 with minimum 5 hotels booked)
- (3) room block reviews with an allowable 10% reduction**
- 25% discount on A/V rental
- 35 MBPS of complimentary meeting space wi-fi

- 1M World of Hyatt points, total 
- 15% discount on F&B banquet menus
- 4% rebate to master on rooms in group block

*Like terms are not combinable, e.g. 3% rebate + 4% rebate cannot be combined to total 7% rebate.
**Restrictions apply.

Terms & Conditions-O�er only valid for new bookings of three or more qualifying meetings at participating Hyatt Convention Alliance Hotels in the Americas booked by 12/31/2019, with 
all meetings completed by 12/31/2026. Each qualifying meeting must consist of at least 500 paid peak night guestrooms and must be booked either within the same contract or in separate 
contracts that are negotiated and executed simultaneously. All reward options may not be available or o�ered at all hotels. O�er, function space and guestrooms subject to availability. 
O�er only valid for in-house meetings. O�er not valid in conjunction with previously booked or held meetings or any other meeting promotion or o�er. Participating hotels may be subject 
to change without notice. Hyatt reserves the right to alter or withdraw this o�er at any time without notice. Hyatt Convention Alliance encompasses hotels managed, franchised or 
leased by subsidiaries and a�liates of Hyatt Hotels Corporation. The trademarks Hyatt™, Grand Hyatt™, Hyatt Regency™, World of Hyatt™, and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt 
Corporation. ©2019 Hyatt Corporation. All rights reserved.


